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ABSTRACT

One of the biggest challenges English as Foreign Language (EFL) learners face in solving Mathematics word problems at the English college level is understanding the information presented through that language. This study aimed to investigate the importance of language in Mathematics word problems tests by analyzing students' performance on linguistically modified mathematics word problems. Forty-four university students were given ten Postsecondary Education Readiness Test (PERT) Mathematics word problems, along with parallel items that were modified based on a framework of Language Factor in Mathematics Tests to reduce their linguistic complexity. Students' written works were compiled and graded. Interviews were conducted to further investigate students' linguistic challenges in solving the problems. The findings revealed that EFL students with low English ability benefited more from the modification by showing greater score gain. First, third, and fourth-year students benefited more from the modification than second year and fast track students, while there was no difference observed based on gender. Some examples of students' work in overcoming challenges due to long nominals, relative clauses, and complex question phrases were described to further explain the case. The study concluded that linguistic modification is necessary, and lecturers' awareness of linguistic challenges should be promoted.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Word problems have unique characteristics that make them different from other types of problems. Word problem is a problem that is situated in a real-life context [1]. By being put into a context, a word problem is written in sentences rather than in a mere mathematical symbol. A word problem is constructed from three components, i.e., set-up component, information, and question [2]. These components construct a word problem and understanding them is an essential process if a student wants to solve it. However, because word problems consist of both language and mathematical aspects, solving them is challenging, either when given in students' mother language or foreign language [3].

Some research examining the students' performances on the word problem has been carried out in Indonesia. The focus of the research is also varied related to analysis on students' difficulties [4,5]; investigations on the effectiveness of certain strategies to cope with the students' difficulties [6-8]; or analysis on the learning environment towards the implemented word problems [9,10]. However, research on the language difficulties or challenges related to Mathematics word problems is still few in Indonesia [11,12].

The internationalization process in Indonesia's higher education has been increasing [13], and one of them is the increasing number of international classes using English as the medium of instruction, and Mathematics content is a part of the instruction itself. The use of English in academic education has started from the first semester in which several students have no or few experiences using English in their learning environment previously. These students are categorized as those who use English as a Foreign Language or are commonly considered as EFL learners.

As EFL learners, the challenges are more complex to solve the word problems. Some studies found that those with less contextual understanding will have more difficulties solving the world problems despite their average ability to solve the Mathematic word problems in...
their native language [14–16]. In other words, the mastery of the native language is the essential skill or knowledge to understand the foreign language and possibly help the students find the meaning by correlating or comparing the structure of both languages [17]. The native language (Indonesian) comprehension itself is influenced by the complexity in sentences, the part of speech in vocabularies, and the concrete representation in the questions given [18]. Those aspects could be the considerations to modify the English language word problem similar to the structure in the native language resulting in the better process of language understanding.

This study aims to investigate the gap in the students’ performance when word problems are given in different language complexity. In addition, the investigation will analyze the language challenges faced by the students solving the Mathematical world problem. The result of this study could contribute to other students from different institutions who have similar cases to use English as a medium of instruction.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. English as Foreign Language (EFL) in Mathematics classroom

The use of English in Mathematics classroom which contains non-English-native students, either who consider English as a second language (English as Second Language, ESL) or a foreign language (English as Foreign Language, EFL) has been investigated by several studies. The studies were dominantly conducted in English-speaking countries with various language backgrounds of their students. For example, a study in Australia [19] identified difficulties faced by university students whose first language was non-English. This study stated that students with English difficulties found it challenging to learn applied mathematics and differential equation courses due to massive written and verbal descriptions embedded in them, which demanded strong comprehension skills. This even was applied to students with strong mathematical abilities. This study recommended supports provided by the institution to help the challenged students. Another study in Hong Kong [14] specifically investigated linguistic challenges from a language perspective. This study recommended the importance of teachers and lecturers paying attention to words and sentence structures before giving them to EFL learners. This study recommended the collaboration between Mathematics and English educators to help students face the challenges.

In Indonesia, issues of using English in mathematics classrooms emerged along with the selection of several schools as International Standard School (Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional, SBI) in 2006 by the Ministry of National Education. This issue also emerged in higher education along with the policy to internationalize universities to promote global competitiveness [13]. The internationalization of higher education institutions was hoped to elevate students’ competitiveness by utilizing English as the language of instruction, including in Mathematics. The practices of using English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in learning attracted many to conduct related research.

Studies about EFL students in Indonesia were dominated by investigations of students’ difficulties like what [20–23] did, or teachers’ such as a study by [24–26] in middle schools. These studies highlighted the linguistic difficulties in understanding words or academic terms in both learning and solving problems. In other streams of studies by [26,27] aimed to examine strategies or practices to help face the challenges. Such practices involved the use of media or translating books and classroom instruction.

2.2. Mathematics word problems and linguistic difficulties

Mathematics word problems are problems that use daily phenomena as the task context [28]. In solving them, at least three steps are required i.e., understanding the information, translating it to a mathematical model and solving the model, and interpreting the solution back to its real-life context. The process of solving word problems expects students to use their language understanding of the written text and combine it with the mathematical understanding they have [19].

Several studies had been done related to linguistic challenges students faced while solving word problems. The challenge lied in students’ ability in using the mathematics register, a collection of meaning appropriate to its function in mathematics. Mathematics register is the language characteristics possessed by word problems that make students feel like being faced with a new language [29]. Being EFL learners, students are not only expected to understand English as the written language of the problem, but they are also expected to work within it and within the mathematics register, while on the other hand sometimes even they do not understand daily English [30].

2.3. Linguistic modification of word problems

To better understand the challenges encountered by students while solving word problems, aspects that contribute to the language complexity of them need to be recognized. Abedi and Lord [18] explained those aspects as given in Table 1. Students’ linguistic challenges emerged from the complexity of each aspect. For example, an active phrase was preferred from a passive phrase. "A marble is taken from a bag" using a passive voice was considered more difficult to understand than "if you take a marble from a bag" which used active voice.
3. METHODS

This study employed both quantitative and qualitative analysis. The descriptive quantitative analysis was done to participants' scores in both versions of the test; while the qualitative analysis was done to further explain the linguistic challenges faced by participants while solving word problems.

### Table 2. General participants' information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>English Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants of the study were 44 students in one of the universities in Jakarta, Indonesia (as shown in Table 2). The test instrument was constructed by modifying ten-word problems in Postsecondary Education Readiness Test (PERT) Mathematics on several topics such as arithmetic operations, fractions, linear equations, inequalities, and quadratic equations. There are two versions of items in the test: original item and modified item. A pair of items had the same mathematical expectation, but the modified item had less language complexity. The pair's similar mathematical expectation was tested by an external validator of mathematics education while the language complexity was tested by an English language expert. The original item was named by 1a, 2a, and so on, while its parallel modified item was named by 1b, 2b, and so on.

Linguistic modification of the original items referred to the framework by Abedi and Lord [18]. Each participant was tested twice to avoid testing an original item together with its paper was collected right after the test. Students' answers were graded for the original and modified version of the test.

Besides taking the test, the participants were interviewed to further explore their thoughts while solving the problems. The students were shown two versions of the parallel items, i.e., version A for the original and B for the modified. The interview questions were, but were not limited to, as follows: (1) If you did not have much time left in a test, which version of the item would you choose? Why? (2) Was there any word you found difficult from the test? Why do you think so?

The interview transcripts and students' work were coded based on the linguistic challenge found (i.e., FF- Familiarity or frequency, V- Voice, L- Length of nominals, CC- Conditional clauses, RC- Relative clauses, QP- Question phrases, AIP- Abstract or impersonal presentations).

4. FINDINGS

Students showed different performances between the modified and the original questions. The mean and score gain was displayed in Table 3. There are 60% of students who obtained better scores in the modified versions of the test than the original ones. Score gains were observed in student's cohort 2017, 2018, and 2020, and the students with low English ability.

The mean score of students of cohort 2019 showed an interesting fact. These students did not benefit from the linguistic modification, shown by the lower mean score in the modified version. One of the things that may explain this is that 76% of them have high and fair English ability, which could be said that they had no problems in dealing with English text. This was in line with the findings from the English ability category that revealed students with high ability had lower performance in the modified version of the test. Female students showed a lower mean score in the modified version while male students showed no difference. It can be said that the modification did not favor one gender over another.

Students who benefited from the modification showed different work between the original version of the items and the modified ones. Despite working on the questions with equal mathematical expectation, these students performed better in the modified version of the item, and the challenge shown in the original item parallel to it was not found later. Students' challenges in solving word
problems that were found to be overcome included the challenges due to the existence of relative clauses, long nominals, and complex question phrases.

Table 3. Mean and score gain of the test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant category</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Modified</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019 (Fast track)</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Ability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Relative clauses

In the original version of a question that was modified by recasting the relative clause, students showed difficulties in noticing all information needed to work on the question. By removing or recasting the relative clause, the information in the item was spread rather than converged in one sentence, allowing students to notice the information easier. For example, in question no. 1, student KA missed the information that the gas needed was for a two-ways trip (Fig. 2). In item no. 1, the relative clause was re-casted by reducing the word 'to' and separated the information of "see your friends and return home" and the question into two different sentences. In the modified item, KA succeeded to multiply the volume of gas by two, resulted a correct answer.

The reason was confirmed by students through the following excerpt of the interview:

"For me, this is my opinion ya miss, even though this version (original) is shorter, I prefer this version B (modified) because it has clearer instruction, although seemingly longer than version A (original). ... I recheck my works and I didn't notice that I have to calculate, emm, the apa itu bolak-baliknya (two-ways trip)"

KA stated that despite being longer, the modified version was easier to understand since the information was broken apart into two sentences. She realized the fact that she did not notice the need to calculate for a two-ways trip in the original version.

4.2. Long Nominals

As shown in figure 2 above, the original version of a question that was modified by shortening the length nominal, students showed challenges in understanding the information contained in that nominals for instance in the work of a student, SA, for no. 2. The original version of the item contained a long nominal "the length of wood rod after it is cut" which at the same time was the objective of the item question. In the original version, the student failed to recognize that the length of wood being asked was that after being cut. Which resulted in her answer of only converting 8 inches to centimetres. SA managed to get the point being asked when doing the modified version. She subtracted the converted length from the original length which was 70 cm.

Another student, AA, had a similar difficulty due to long nominal in no. 5 (Fig. 3). The original version of the item contained a long nominal "the largest number among those three-consecutive numbers" which was also being asked by this item. His work on both versions of the item was not so different in terms of how he modelled the question into an equation and got the value of x.
However, in the original version, he failed to identify that the one being asked was the largest number and answered the unknown variable instead. In the modified version, this nominal was replaced by a pronoun, allowing a focus to the main information being asked i.e. “largest number”. In this version of the item, he managed to correctly grasp the main question and correctly answer by adding 2 to the value of $x$.

**Figure 3** AA’s work on item no. 5 with long nominal.

The interview revealed another fact about his work as stated in the following excerpt:

"For me who is struggling in gaining focus, I think version A is clearer because it shows exactly what is "them". In version B, the meaning of "them" should be found in previous sentences, so when we are in a hurry the focus can’t be there just in time. … the keywords "the largest" I might didn't focus ya”

AA stated his preference towards the original version, but once being asked related to his work, he realized that he might not focus on the keyword 'the largest' in the question. This explained the sentence structure may shadow the keyword and thus made him fail in noticing the point of interest.

### 4.3. Complex question phrase

In the original version of a question that was modified by simplifying the question phrase or sentence, students were challenged in understanding the objective of the question or incorporating all information needed when it was included in the question phrase or sentence. For instance, in question no. 4 (Fig. 4), the question sentence was simplified by putting one of the required objectives, i.e., the ratio of the two lakes, in the options. By doing this, the question sentence in the item was shortened and allowed students to focus on the largest lake as the point of interest.

**Figure 4** Work of AF in no. 4 with complex question sentences.

Challenges in this item came from determining the largest lake as the point of interest, i.e. how large it is with respect to the smallest lake. In this case, students must find the ratio of the largest lake with the smallest lake, not the other way around. In figure 4, AF found it difficult to come up with the correct ratio. They got confused with the complex sentence "How many times as large as the smallest lake is the largest lake" and deliberately calculated $80/890$ as the ratio. The modified version brought this student easily noticed that the ratio intended was $80/890$ as the options obviously were phrased into "… times the smallest lake".

This corresponded to AF's opinion while being asked about the two versions of the item:

"I think I prefer version B because of the structure of the version is easier to read compared to version A. Because aku sempet bingung kalo baca yang version A miss (I got confused while reading version A, miss). Mungkin dua tiga kali baru paham (Maybe two- or three-times reading will make me understand). Kalo version B kan straight to the point. How large is the largest lake”

The modified version allowed AF to directly focus on the point of interest i.e., the size of the largest lake. He stated that the original version confused him and made him lose focus on what was being asked.

### 4.4. Students with good English

Some students with good English showed no difficulties in understanding both the original and modified version. This was shown by either correct
answers in both versions of the test or being careless despite understanding the item fully. The latter was shown by the work of RA for no. 5 (Fig 5). In her work, she did understand that the largest number among the three numbers was asked. However, due to her error in dividing 54 by 3, she got a wrong answer.

![Figure 5 RA’s work on no. 5.](image)

Students with good English ability showed no difficulties in understanding both the original and modified version, despite preferring one version to another. For example, in the excerpt of student namely SP about both versions of no. 9, she said:

"I think the 'if' emphasizes the question. … I personally choose a question that gives question early…It is quite similar, I think. Mmm..because it is about comparison, we have to focus on reading the question. … I think we should put more attention to a question like this. I don't say that this is difficult, but it just needs more focus in order to understand this question."

SP conveyed her confidence in understanding the question by saying that it was not difficult to understand the question, but it just needed more attention. She also said that the two versions did not make them work differently for the mathematics, explaining her correct answers for both versions of the item.

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The modification of the word problems gave advantages to EFL students especially the ones with low English ability. By modifying the sentences in the word problems, students managed to overcome their linguistic challenges and noticed the important information presented in the item. For students with good English ability, the modification seems not to benefit them, shown by decreasing scores or similar work presented in both versions of the test. Some studies revealed similar findings. For example, a study by Haryanto [20], found that students with low English felt afraid of doing a task in English, while students with good English ability showed steady motivation and claimed no difficulties being felt. How modification did not benefit students with high English ability was also revealed by the study of Abedi et al. [31]. In this study, students with low English ability had greater score gain than students with high English ability.

By understanding that most students benefited from the linguistically modified items, the linguistic modification in English-written mathematical tests is a necessary effort. The effort was necessary to minimize the effects put by language complexity on students' performance in solving word problems, regardless of how skillful the students are [32]. The modification brings several lessons on assessing students on solving math word problems. First, the modification did benefit students who struggled with understanding the test given in English despite having a good mathematical skill needed to solve it. In other words, the modification allowed the lecturer to be more objective in assessing students' mathematics by minimizing the language factor. Second, the language aspects of a test did affect students' performance and thus, the lecturer's active involvement in addressing the issue should be promoted. Whether the language brings challenges due to long nominals, complex phrases, or other linguistic aspects should be put as a concern by the lecturer. Thus, the way language was used and incorporated into mathematics activity, including tests, should be given more attention [30].

Finally, the study revealed how students perceived similar mathematics problems differently based on how they were constructed. Students' understanding of the mathematics problem given was affected by the complexity of the questions. Providing help to students to be aware of this language issue is also necessary as it contributes to their mathematics performance [33].

This study does not claim that linguistic modification will benefit all types of students on all mathematics topics, as also revealed by findings for students with high English ability. This study is limited by its participants selection and mathematics test numbers and coverage. However, this study has tried to address the issue of how EFL learners perceived mathematics word problems from the language perspective. In the future, more specific studies addressing linguistic issues in a mathematical context are necessary. Such studies may investigate students' level of mathematics problem understanding or whether one linguistic aspect brings more challenges than another (e.g., complex phrases compared to long nominals).
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